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(1) Beta Max? VHS 
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? 3. 1 ??????????????? 
?? ?? ???? ?? ??? 
?????? 26ha ???? ??????? ???????? 
???? 103ha ?????? ??????? ???? 
???? 34.5ha ?????? ??????? ????????? 
???? 39ha ??? ?????? 97?????? 
????? 96ha ??? ??????? ????? 
???????? 1? 443ha ??? ???? ??????? 
???????? 2? 390ha ????? ?????????????? 
????????
?K-BIC???? 
??????? 595ha ???????????? 
????????
? ???????? 
????? 272ha ??? ???????? ?? 
??????????





????????? 94ha ???? ???? ??????????? 

























































? ? ????????????????????????2014? 
? ? 3.1 ???????????????? 
 
 




? 3.2 ?????????????????????????? 
??? 10??/%? 
?? 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 
??? 6312 6272 5932 6339 6503 6410 6253 6101 
? 483607 487891 491640 501038 516729 512153 514418 510687 





















? 3.3 ?????????????????????/? 
?? ? 1990 1994 1998 2001 
??? 3,221 2,703 3,153 2,927 
??? 3,014 3,016 3,055 2,966 
??? 3,490 3,452 3,590 3,274 
???? 4,151 3,900 3,614 3,642 
??? 2,907 2,815 3,021 2,973 
??? 4,817 3,900 3,583 3,240 
??? 3,068 2,922 3,138 2,905 
???? 2,963 3,020 3,095 2,833 
??? 3,180 3,133 3,130 3,102 




1995 ? 1 ? 17 ??????????????????????? 6,437 ??????
10??????????????????????????????? 4,571?????
?? 67,421? 55,145???? 6,965???????? 819,108????????????
???????????????????? 9 ? 6????????? 3.3??????
?? 
 
? 3.3 ????????????????? 
?? ? ??? 
???? (????????????????) ? 6? 3??? 
?????? (????????) ? 2 ? 2???  
???????? (???????????????????) ? 6??? 
??? ? 5??? 












? 3.4 ???????????????? 
????? ????? 
????????????? ????????????????????  
????????? ???????????? 80??????????????
??? 50?????????? 
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? 3.6 ??????????1994???????????? 
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1998? 10? ? ??????????????? 
1999? 8? ? ????????????????????? 260?? 
1999? 12? ??????????????????????????????? 
2000? 2? ??????????????????????????? 
2001? 8? ?????????????????????? 
2003? 4? ??????????????H14.7??????????????? 
2005? 8? ???????????????????? 
2007? 3? ?????????????????????????? 
? ? ? ?  ????????????????????????????? 
2008? 11?  ?????????????????????????? 
2011? 12? ?????????????????????? 
2012? 9?  ???????????????????? 
2013? 9?  ???? iPS????????????????? 
2014? 3?  ???????????????????? 
2014? 5?? ? ???????????? 
2015? 4?? ? ?????????????????????? 
2016? 5?? ? ?????????????? 
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2017? 12? ?????????????????????????? 
2018 ? 4 ?? ? ??????? ?????????????????????????














??????????????????? 15????? 3,000????? 450????
? 100?????????? 









? 3.8  K-BIC????????????????? 
? ? 2005 2010 2011 2015 2018 
??? 85 (75) 203 (192) 233 (224) 316 (300) 348 (344) 
????  1,757 (1203) 4,351 (4095) 5,409 (4683) 7,100(5,708) 9,400 (?)  
????(??) 409 (214.48) 1,042 (488.4) 1,251 (—) 1,532(—) ??? 
????(??) 13 (6.85) 35 (16.37) 45 (—) 53 (50.7) ??? 
? 1???????????? 2015? 7????? 










?? ? 2005 2010 2012 2015 
?????????? 409 1042 1251 1532 
???????? 13 35 45 53 
? ???????????????????????????????? 
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? 3.4 ??????Translational Research???? 
 
 























































































??????? ?????????????BDR? ?  ?     
??????? ???????????R-CCS? ? ?      
???????? ???????????????????????? ?       
??????????????FBRI)/? ? ? ? ? ?   
?????????????????TRI?/???
????????? ? ? ? ?  ?  
????????????IMDA)/??????????
??  ?  ? ?   
?????????????????(KHBC)?    ?    
?????????????????(BMA)    ?    
???????????????????BT ????    ?    
?????????????(MEDDEC)     ? ?   
?????????????(HI-DEC)     ?    
?????????????(KIMEC)     ?    
?????????????(KIBC)     ?    
????????????????(KIO)     ?    
????????    ?    
?????????????????       ? 
??????????????       ? 
??????????????????????????       ? 
?????????????       ? 
????????????(IMP)     ? ?   
??????????       ? 
???????? ????????????????IIB? ? ?    ?  
??????????FOCUS? ?   ?    
????????? ?  ?    ? 
??????????????????????? ?      ? 
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?????????????????KCMI?    ?    
?????????????????????????       ? 
???????????? ?????? ????
?????? ?     ? ? 
???????????? ???????????? ? ?     ? 
????? ????????????? ?      ? 
??????????       ? 
???????       ? 
???????       ? 
??????????????RIST? ?       
???? ?? 11 6 4 15 4 3 ? 7 ? 7 
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????????? 3 ??????????????????????????AICS: 
Advanced Institute of Computational Science??????????????????????
???????????????????????? 14)? 
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? 3.16? ????????????????? ?
?????? ? ? ? ? ?





??? 27? 571 69? 278 96? 
?????? 51? 398 50? 234 100? 
?? 78? 423 119? 251 196? 
???IDC “Analysis of the Characteristics and Development Trends of the Next-Generation of 
Supercomputers in Foreign Countries 2017” 
 
 
???????? ?????????????????RIST?Research Organization for 






???????? ????????? (FOCUS?Foundation of Computational Science) 
????????????????????????????????FOCUS???
???????????????????2008???????????????????
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? 3.17? K-BIC????? 
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? ? ? ? ? ? ??????? 
? 3.11? K-BIC???????????????????? 
?????? ?? ??? 
?????? Gut-Clamper ???????????????????????? 
?????????????
????? 
????????? ?????MRI??????? ?????????? 
???????? F1-MAX ???????????????????????? ???? 
???????????? ??????????? ????????? 



























? 3.20  K-BIC???? 2012???????? 2020??????? 
?? ? ? 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 
??? 85 (75) 203 (192) 316 410 520 
????  1,757 (1203) 4,351 (4095) 7,100 10343 15482 
????(??) 409 (214.48) 1,042 (488.4) 1,615 2,278 3,071 
????(??) 13 (6.85) 35 (16.37) 53 80 109 
????????????????????????2016??????? 
































































































































????  % 
???????????   10 .78  
????????????   9 .45  
???????????????????   9 .20  
?????????????????   8 .96  
??????   8 .92  
???????????????????????   8 .70  
????????????????????   8 .66  
????????????????????????   8 .36  
?????????????????   8 .33  
??????????   7 .86  
?????????????   7 .65  
????????????   7 .54  
??????????   7 .44  
??????????   7 .22  
????????????????   7 .07  
?????????   6 .93  
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? 4.1  ?????????????????????????? 
???CAD Japan? HP???? 
 
 
? 4.2  ??????? 
? ???? 4.2??? 
 
 




? ? ? ? ? ? ???? 4.2??? 
 
 
? 4.4  ??????? 
 
? ? ? ? ? ? ?  





?????????????? 1????????? 300???????????? 25?
???????????????? 3?? 2???????????????? 100??
???????? ?? ???? 
?? ?????1???40??? 10??/?????? ?????????? 1,500?/?? 
?? ???? 3?/?????? ?? 1?????????? 500,000?/? 
???? ?????? 3?/?????? ???? 1?????????? 500,000?/? 



























???????????????????????????????300 ??? 1,000 ?
?????????????????????????? 300????????????
????????????????????????????????????????









































































































































































?  ????? 
??? HPC??? 
Wal-Mart ???????????????????????????? 
Fed-Ex 600?????? 75,000??????????????????? 
NASDAQ 20?/?? 20?/???????????? 
Texaco ????????????????????????? 








































































































































?????????????????????????????? 140 ?? FOCUS ?
????????????????????????????? CAE?Computer Aided 
Engineering???????? 85 ??73%????????????? 23 ??16%???
???? 21 ??11%????????????????????? 87 ??67%????









































???? ? ? ? 2~3? 9~12? 11~15? 
???? 1/2500 1/8 1/20000 
???? ? 200?? ? 800?? ? 1000?? 
 
???? 
???? 1~1.5? 9~12? 10~13.5? 
???? 1/500 1/? 1/3500 
???? ? 40?? ? 700?? ? 740?? 
?????? ? ? ? ? ?????? ?    ? ? ????? 
??????2014???????? 
? 4.2? ???????????????????????????????? 










??????????????? 22 ??IT?? 3??????? 5????????


















































































?????????????LITE (Louisiana Immersive Technologies Enterprise?????
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??????? R&D ?????????????????????????????IT

















??????Facebook???? ICT???? SNS?Social Network Service?????
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2001; Nadia?2011??????????????Crawford?1987?1997??Smith and Reinertsen
?1998??Cooper?2001??Kahn?2013?????????????????????
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????????? ICT????Davenport and Short, 1990; Davenport, 1993; 1995??ICT
?????????????????????????????? ICT????????
???????????????????Mahmood and Mann, 1993??ICT??????
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??????????????????????????????Brynjolfsson and Hitt, 
2000; Brynjolfsson and Saunders, 2009??ICT????????????????????
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?????????? 647?????? 16.2???????????? 5.1????????





? 5.1? ????? 
???? ?  ?  ?  ?   
??????? III. (1), (3) N Min Max %  
1. ???????????????? 637 0 1 67.0  
2. ??????????????? 637 0 1 49.0  
???? ?  ?  ?  ?   
????????? II. (1-1) N Min Max Me Q 
1. ????????????? 632 1 5 3 1 
2. ???????????????? 607 1 5 3 1 
3. ?????????????????? 629 1 5 3 1 
4. ?????????????????? 642 1 5 4 0.5 
5. ??????????????????????? 642 1 5 4 0.5 
6. ?????????????????? 643 1 5 4 0.5 
7. ???????????????????????
?????????? 641 1 5 4 0.5 
8. ???????????????????????
????? 641 1 5 4 1 
??????? IV. (2)      
??????? N Min Max %  
?? 647 0 1 0.4  
?????? 646 0 1 0.5  
??????? N Min Max Me  
??????????? 647 0 2 1  
??????? 647 0 2 1  
???????????????III. (1) N Min Max Me Q 
4. ???????????????????? 627 1 5 3 1 
5. ?????????????? 624 1 5 3 1 
6. ???????????????????? 624 1 5 3 1 
7. ???????????????????????
??? 627 1 5 4 0.5 
I.(3) .3  ????????????????? 640 1 5 4 0.5 
 N Min Max Av S.D. 
VIII.10  ??? (?? 5??)  523 0 59 1.50 5.21 
R&D???????II. (1-2) N Min Max Me Q 
1. ??????? 607 1 5 4 0.5 
2. ??????????????? 606 1 5 4 0.5 
3. ????????????????? 606 1 5 4 0.5 
5. R&D???????? 606 1 5 3 1 
6. R&D???????????????? 604 1 5 2 1.5 
8. ???????????????????????
?? 606 1 5 3 1 
9. ????????????????? 605 1 5 3 1 
10. ???????????????????? 606 1 5 3 1 
R&D???????II. (1-2)  N Max Min Me Q 
1. ??????????????????????? 627 1 5 3 1 
2. ????????????????????? 625 1 5 3 0.5 
3. ?????????????????????? 625 1 5 3 1 
4. ??????????????????? 627 1 5 3 1 
5. ????????????????  624 1 5 3 1 
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6. ???????????????????????  626 1 5 3 1 
7. ??????????????????? 627 1 5 4 0.5 
8. ?????????????????????? 625 1 5 3 1 
9. ????????????????????? 624 1 5 4 0.5 
10. ??????????????????????  628 1 5 3 1 
ICT??? VI. (4) N Max Min Me Q 
2. ICT????????????? 612 1 5 3 1 
3. ICT?????????????? 615 1 5 3 0.5 
4. ICT?????????????? 601 1 5 3 0.5 
5. ICT???????????????????? 601 1 5 3 0.5 
6. ICT???????????????? 608 1 5 3 0.5 
???? VIII. N Max Min Av S.D. 
1. ????? 626 1854 2011 1969 23.30 
2. ??? (Log) 638 2.3 11.1 7.85 1.02 
3. ???? 621 1 600 50.6 51.40 
10. ??????? (?? 5??) 523 0 59 1.50 5.21 





























? ?????????????? 5.2???????? 
 
 
? 5.2? ?????????????? 
 ??           1 2 3 4 5 
I. 1. ????????????? 76 175 185 165 31 
% 11.7 27.8 29.3 25.5 4.8 
I. 2. ???????????????? 64 118 151 173 101 
% 9.9 18.2 23.3 26.7 15.6 
I. 3. ?????????????????? 35 149 161 223 61 
% 5.4 23.0 24.9 34.5 9.4 
I. 4. ?????????????????? 17 45 72 228 280 
% 2.6 7.0 11.1 35.2 43.3 
I. 5. ????????????????????  13 59 123 308 139 
? ? ???  % 2.0 9.1 19.0 47.6 21.5 
I. 6. ?????????????????? 35 90 125 244 149 
% 5.4 13.9 19.3 37.7 23.0 
I. 7. ?????????????????????  14 57 177 244 149 
? ? ???????????? % 2.2 8.8 27.4 37.7 23.0 
I. 8. ????????????????????? 11 44 139 258 189 














? 5.3? ?????????????? 




-0.006 0.137 0.828 
I. 8. ?????????????????
???? 0.796 0.097 0.012 0.162 0.669 
I. 5. ?????????????????
?? 0.111 0.993 -0.012 0.010 0.999 
I. 4. ??????????? 0.004 0.445 -0.035 0.177 0.230 
I. 3. ?????????????????
??? 0.070 0.333 0.035 0.179 0.149 
I. 1. ?????????????? 0.003 -0.010 0.999 0.014 0.999 
I. 2. ???????????????? 0.087 0.137 0.034 0.688 0.502 
I. 6. ???????????????? 
? ? ?? 0.256 0.252 -0.012 0.573 0.459 
Variance 1.529 1.391 1.004 0.911 ?  
Proportion 19.115 17.386 12.549 11.385 









????????????????????IV. (1) .9. ???????? ?IV. (1). 10. ?
???????? 3?????????????1??????????????????
?0?????????IV. (1) 1.1. ?????????????? 3??????????
??????1???????????????0??????????????????
?????????????????????? 2?????????????????
???IV. (1). 1. ??????????IV. (1). 2. ????????????? 1????
3??????????????1????? 2?????????????????2?
??????????????????????0?????????????????0, 






? 5.4? ???????????? 
????????????
?????? 0 1 2 
???   115 133 51 
 % 17.8 20.6 7.9 
??? 97 141 60 








????? (Tsuji et al. 2013a, 2016?Shigeno et al. 2017) ??????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? III. (1) ???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? R&D ????????????????????????
???????????? 5.1???????????????????? QVIII.?( 10) ?
?????????????????? QI. (3) ?????3. ????????????
R&D????????????????????  
QIII.(1).4.  ???????????? 
QIII.(1).5.  ????????????????? 
QIII.(1).6.  ???????????????????? 
QIII.(1).7.  ??????????????????? 
? ??????????????????? 
      QI.(3).3    ???????R&D???? 
      QIII.(10)   ??????5??? 





? 5.5? ??????????? 
            1 2 3 4 5 
III.1.4. ???????????????????? 107 131 222 127 40 
% 17.1 20.9 35.4 20.3 6.4 
III.1.5. ?????????????? 102 135 199 167 21 
% 15.8 20.9 30.8 25.8 3.2 
III.1.6. ???????????????????? 70 134 213 169 38 
% 11.2 21.5 34.1 27.1 6.1 
III.1.7. ????????????????????? 51 64 175 251 86 
????? % 7.9 9.9 27.0 38.8 13.3 
I.3.3  ????????????? 15 56 201 280 88 
          % 2.3 8.7 31.1 43.3 13.6 
 
 
? ?????????????????????????? 5.6???????? 
 
 
? 5.6? ???????????????????? 
???? ?? 1 ?? 2 ??? 
III.1.5. ??????????????????? 0.849 -0.258 0.598 
III.1.7. ??????????????????? 0.545 0.185 0.418 
III.1.4. ???????????? 0.488 0.179 0.346 
III.1.6. ???????????????????? 0.188 0.553 0.431 
I.3.3 ? ????????????? -0.044 0.446 0.316 
VIII.10???????? 5???  -0.084 0.375 0.121 
Variance 1.616 0.613 ?  
Proportion 26.938 10.220 
Cumulative 26.938 37.158 ?  
 
 










 (ii) R&D??? 1 
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? R&D???????? III. (2) ?????????????????????????













? 5.7? R&D??? 1????? 
            1 2 3 4 5 
III.2.1. ???????????? 46 48 145 241 127 
% 7.1 7.4 22.4 37.2 19.6 
III.2.2. ??????????????? 49 46 145 270 96 
% 7.6 7.1 22.4 41.7 14.8 
III.2.3. ???????????????????? 48 60 193 235 70 
% 7.4 9.3 29.8 36.3 10.8 
III.2.5. R&D???????? 97 140 272 80 17 
% 15.0 21.6 42.0 12.4 2.6 
III.2.6. R&D???????????????? 265 151 114 63 11 
? 41.0 23.3 17.6 9.7 1.7 
III.2.8. ???????????????????  92 98 175 181 60 
  ?????? % 14.2 15.1 27.0 28.0 9.3 
III.2.9. ????????????????? 111 103 235 125 31 
% 17.2 15.9 36.3 19.3 4.8 
III.2.10. R&D????????????? 174 125 142 117 48 
          % 26.9 19.3 21.9 18.1 7.4 
 
 














???????Szulanski et al., 2004?? Cappetta and Jensen?2000?, Leven and Cross?2004?, 
Colquitt and Rodell?2011?????????????? 
 
 
? 5.8? R&D?????????????? 
???? ?? 1 ?? 2 ??? 
III.2.1. ???????????? 0.968 -0.194 0.680 
III.2.2. ??????????????? 0.956 -0.056 0.832 
III.2.3. ???????????????????? 0.633 0.330 0.838 
III.2.6. ??????????????????????
????? 0.141 0.626 0.550 
III.2.5. ???? R&D??????? -0.154 0.544 0.187 
III.2.4.  R&D???????? 0.026 0.653 0.453 
III.2.9  ????????????????? 0.101 0.654 0.654 
III.2.10. R&D????????????? -0.042 0.577 0.297 
Variance 4.663 0.502 ?  
Proportion 51.816 5.574 
Cumulative 51.816 57.391 ?  
 
 
(iii) R&D??? 2 

















? 5.9?  R&D??? 2????????? 
 
?  








???????Leonard-Barton, 1988? Iansiti, 1998?????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????Sundgren et al, 2005?? 
  
  1 2 3 4 5 
III.1.1. ??????????????????? 57 123 194 181 72 
        ???????? % 8.8 19.0 30.0 28.0 11.1 
III.1.2. ??????????????????  105 153 213 122 32 
% 16.2 23.6 32.9 18.9 4.9 
III.1.3. ?????????????????????? 105 121 194 164 41 
% 16.2 18.7 30.0 25.3 6.3 
III.1.4. ??????????????????? 107 131 222 127 40 
% 17.1 20.9 35.4 20.3 6.4 
III.1.5. ??????????????  102 135 199 167 21 
% 15.8 20.9 30.8 25.8 3.2 
III.1.6. ??????????????????????? 70 134 213 169 38 
% 11.2 21.5 34.1 27.1 6.1 
III.1.7. ??????????????????? 51 64 175 251 86 
         % 7.9 9.9 27.0 38.8 13.3 
III.1.8. ?????????????????????? 73 150 201 151 50 
      % 11.3 23.2 31.1 23.3 7.7 
III.1.9. ????????????????????? 48 87 162 227 102 
% 7.4 13.4 25.0 35.1 15.8 
III.1.10. ????????????????? 65 104 247 163 49 
          % 10.0 16.1 38.2 25.2 7.6 
101 
 












III.1.3. ???????????????? 0.878 0.163 0.209 0.052 0.092 0.122 
III.1.2. ???????????????? 0.840 0.138 0.245 0.103 0.044 0.176 
III.1.1. ?????????????????
?????? 0.571 0.114 0.218 0.088 0.162 0.565 
III.1.4. ????????????????? 0.173 0.970 0.125 0.104 0.027 0.000 
III.1.6. ??????????????????
? 0.302 0.135 0.936 0.084 0.079 0.000 
III.1.5. ???????????????? 0.100 0.345 0.085 0.537 0.046 0.570 
III.1.7. ?????????????????
?? 0.111 0.249 0.299 0.553 0.158 0.504 
III.1.9. ?????????? 0.154 0.024 0.152 0.087 0.674 0.490 
III.1.8. ??????????????????
??? 0.181 0.157 0.117 0.355 0.339 0.671 
III.1.10. ????????????????? 0.178 0.122 0.133 0.168 0.358 0.760 
Variance 2.037 1.241 1.107 0.797 0.770 ?  
Proportion 0.331 0.202 0.194 0.128 0.125 
Cumulative 0.331 0.533 0.728 0.858 0.983 ?  
 
 
5.5? SEM??? R&D?????? 
? ????????????????????? R&D???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????























































2013???????????????????Tsuji et al., 2017?? 
 
 
? 5.11  ??????????R&D???? 
From To ????? SE t-? p-? 
????????? R&D?? 0.204*** 0.047 4.951 0.001 
????????? R&D?? 0.285*** 0.040 6.074 0.001 
????????? ??????? 0.158*** 0.021 3.060 0.002 
??????? ?? 0.334*** 0.288 2.735 0.006 
??/?????? ?? 0.278*** 0.744 3.170 0.002 
??/?????? R&D?? 0.331*** 0.618 3.583 0.001 
?? R&D?? 0.270*** 0.059 4.766 0.001 
R&D?? ??????? 0.228*** 0.020 3.896 0.001 
R&D?? ?????? 0.442*** 0.060 9.773 0.001 
R&D?? ??????? 0.418*** 0.029 6.751 0.001 




  SEM?????????GFI?goodness-of-fit index?????????? AGFI?adjusted 
goodness-of-fit index????????????????????GFI ? AGFI ?????




??????CFI (comparative fit index???????) ? 0? 1?????? 0.9???
?????????? 5.7 ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? RMSEA (root mean square error of 
approximation) ? 0.10 ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 
 
? 5.12? R&D?????????? 
χ?? ??? p ? GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA AIC 










???????????? H1? H2??????? 
? ????????R&D????????????????????R&D???????
???????????????????? 2 ????? R&D ???????????





?????? R&D ?????????????? Connectivity????????????
???????????Tsuji et al. 2016??????H4? H5????????????
?????? Connectivity??????????? 
? ????R&D ????? R&D ????????????????????? R&D ?
???????????????????????????????R&D???????
????????????????? 












   
? 5.13? R&D????????????? 











?? R&D?? R&D?? 
?? 0.334*** 0.278*** -- -- -- -- 
R&D?? -- 0.331*** 0.285*** -- -- -- 
R&D?? 0.090*** 0.221*** 0.330*** 0.270*** 0.442*** -- 
??????? 0.21*** 0.189*** 0.352*** 0.062*** 0.519*** 0.228*** 













????????Spiezia, 2011?Petiz et al., 2015)???? ICT????????????

































? 5.14? ICT??????????? 
             1 2 3 4 5 
QV.4.2. ICT?????????????  91 76 197 152 96 
 ? % 14.1 11.7 30.4 23.5 14.8 
QV.4.3. ICT????????????? 41 54 223 185 112 
? % 6.3 8.3 34.5 28.6 17.3 
QV.4.4. ICT?????????????? 108 74 273 104 42 
? % 16.7 11.4 42.2 16.1 6.5 
QV.4.5. ICT???????????????????? 111 98 276 92 24 
? % 17.2 15.1 42.7 14.2 3.7 
QV.4.6. ICT???????????????? 63 67 235 194 49 





????????1 ?? 5 ??????????????????????QV.4.2? 
QV.4.3?QV4.6? ICT????????????????????QV.4.4?QV.4.5???
?????????????????????????????????????? 5.1
??????????????????????? 2.5 ????????????? ICT
???????????????QV.4.2? QV.4.3? QV4.6 ?????????????











?   HI4?????????ICT???? 
? ? HI5??????????????? 

























? ? ??***, **????????? 1%?5????? 
? 5.2?  ICT??????? 
 
 
? 5.15? ???????????ICT???? 
From To ????? SE t-? p-? 
???? ICT 0.469*** 0.225 4.468 0.000 
???? ?? 0.324*** 0.296 2.882 0.004 
??/?????? ICT 0.152** 0.416 2.085 0.037 
??/?????? ?? 0.130 0564 1.613 0.107 
??/?????? R&D??????? 0.175** 0.446 2.377 0.017 
ICT ?? 0.177** 0.092 2.343 0.019 
ICT R&D??????? 0.360*** 0.056 6.848 0.000 
ICT ????????? 0.165*** 0.065 3.651 0.000 
ICT ??????? 0.144*** 0.027 2.577 0.010 
?? R&D??????? 0.246*** 0.051 4.200 0.000 
?? R&D??????? 0.256*** 0.068 4.458 0.000 
R&D?? R&D??????? 0.388*** 0.068 7.823 0.000 
R&D?? ??????? 0.395*** 0.030 5.966 0.000 
R&D?? ??????? 0.240*** 0.020 3.938 0.000 




? ?????????????? 5.16???????? 
 
 
? 5.16 ????????? 
? ? ? ? From 
To ???? 
??/?? 





ICT 0.469*** 0.152** -- -- -- -- 
?? 0.407*** 0.157*** 0.177*** -- -- -- 
R&D?? 0.269*** 0.268*** 0.404*** 0.246*** -- -- 
R&D?? 0.286*** 0.169*** 0.366*** 0.352*** 0.388*** -- 




5.8.3.1  ICT????? 



























? ? 5.2???????????? ICT?? 4??????????????R&D???
??????????????? R&D???????????????ICT??????
??????????????????????????????R?D ???????




































? 5.17? ICT?????????? 
χ?? ??? p ? GFI AGFI CFI RMSEA AIC 








? ?????? ICT?????????????????ICT???? ICT??????
???????????enabler??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? Dogson et al., 2006?Lee and Xia, 
2006?Spiezia, 2011?????????????????ICT????????????
??????????????????????ICT capability???????????
?Karimi et al., 2007??????????ICT? e-??????????????????
?????????????????????SNS?? Social media?????????
??Malthouse et al., 2013; Luo and Zhang, 2013; Idota et al., 2017??????ICT????
R&D??????????????????????????????????????












planning?, CAD/CAM, Groupware, ?????? SNS????????????B2B, B2C
???? e-?????EDI?Electric Data Interchange?, CRM,  SCM, Public SNS????






??? Dyer and Nobeoka?2000?, Todo, Matous, and Inoue?2016???????????
?????? Dodgson et al., ?2006????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? 
???????? R&D???????????????????? R&D?????R&D
???????????????????????????????Argyres and Silverman, 
2004?Lerner and Wulf, 2007?????????????Leven and Cross, 2004?Colquitt and 
Rodell, 2011??R&D???????????????????Lerner and Wulf, 2007???




























































































???????????OEM?Original equipment manufacturer????? ODM?Original 
design manufacturer?????????????????OBM?Original brand manufacturer?
??????????????Azadegan and Wagner, 2010; Kuchiki and Tsuji, 2011????
??????????????????????????????Humphrey and Schumit, 








???????? Azadegan and Wagner?2011???????????????????
? OEM, ODM, OBM???????????? 4??????????????????
????? 2????????????????????????? 1???Exploitative 




??? Exploitative innovation????????????????? Explorative innovation
?????Explorative ??????????????Explorative ???????????
?????????????SEM?Structural equation modeling????????? 6??
??????????? 4 ????????? Exploitative innovation ???????
Exploitative innovation? Explorative innovation???????????????????



















 ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? (1) 
 
  





? 6.1? ????????????????????? 
 
 






? 1???????????????????????? 2????? t???????
?????????????????????????????????? innovation?









































????????????Jansen et al. 2006; Azadegan and Wagner, 2010?????????
????????????????????????????????????????
?????Christensen ???????exploitative innovation ????????????















    ? 1???????????????????????? 
    ? 2?????????????????????????? 
    ? 3???????????????????????? 
? 4??????????????????????? 
?????????????OECD ? Oslo Manual?2005???? 5?????????














?Argyres and Silverman, 2004; Lerner and Wulf, 2007??????????Hirst and Mann, 























QIII.3.1. ?????????????????  
QIII.3.2. ???????????? 
QIII.3.3. ???????????????  ? ? ?  
QIII.3.4. ???????????????.  
QIII.3.5. ???????????????     
QIII.3.6. ????????????? 
QIII.3.7. ????????????  
?? 4????? 
? ????????????????problem solving????????????????


























????????? R&D????non-R&D???????? R&D?informal R&D??





??????????????????Tsuji et al. 2017?? 





























































? ?????????????????????? 6.1 ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
34????????????????? 11??? 6.1??????????????? 2?
?????????? 60?????????? 4??? 44??? 1?? 3??????
???????? 37???????????????????????????????











?????????????????????????????? 6.1?????? 12)? 
 
 
? 6.1? ????? 
???? ?  ?  ?  ?   
??????? III. (1), (3) N Min Max %  
1. ???????????????? 637 0 1 67.0  
2. ??????????????? 637 0 1 49.0  
???? ?  ?  ?  ?   
????????? II. (1-1) N Min Max Me Q 
1. ????????????? 632 1 5 3 1 
2. ???????????????? 607 1 5 3 1 
3. ?????????????????? 629 1 5 3 1 
4. ?????????????????? 642 1 5 4 0.5 
5. ??????????????????????? 642 1 5 4 0.5 
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6. ?????????????????? 643 1 5 4 0.5 
7. ???????????????????????
?????????? 641 1 5 4 0.5 
8. ???????????????????????
????? 641 1 5 4 1 
??????? IV. (2)      
??????? N Min Max %  
?? 647 0 1 0.4  
?????? 646 0 1 0.5  
??????? N Min Max Me  
??????????? 647 0 2 1  
??????? 647 0 2 1  
???????????????III. (1) N Min Max Me Q 
4. ???????????????????? 627 1 5 3 1 
5. ?????????????? 624 1 5 3 1 
6. ???????????????????? 624 1 5 3 1 
7. ???????????????????????
??? 627 1 5 4 0.5 
I.(3) .3  ????????????????? 640 1 5 4 0.5 
 N Min Max Av S.D. 
VIII.10  ??? (?? 5??)  523 0 59 1.50 5.21 
R&D???????II. (1-2) N Min Max Me Q 
1. ??????? 607 1 5 4 0.5 
2. ??????????????? 606 1 5 4 0.5 
3. ????????????????? 606 1 5 4 0.5 
5. R&D???????? 606 1 5 3 1 
6. R&D???????????????? 604 1 5 2 1.5 
8. ???????????????????????
?? 606 1 5 3 1 
9. ????????????????? 605 1 5 3 1 
10. ???????????????????? 606 1 5 3 1 
R&D???????II. (1-2)  N Max Min Me Q 
1. ??????????????????????? 627 1 5 3 1 
2. ????????????????????? 625 1 5 3 0.5 
3. ?????????????????????? 625 1 5 3 1 
4. ??????????????????? 627 1 5 3 1 
5. ????????????????  624 1 5 3 1 
6. ???????????????????????  626 1 5 3 1 
7. ??????????????????? 627 1 5 4 0.5 
8. ?????????????????????? 625 1 5 3 1 
9. ????????????????????? 624 1 5 4 0.5 
10. ??????????????????????  628 1 5 3 1 
ICT??? VI. (4) N Max Min Me Q 
2. ICT????????????? 612 1 5 3 1 
3. ICT?????????????? 615 1 5 3 0.5 
4. ICT?????????????? 601 1 5 3 0.5 
5. ICT???????????????????? 601 1 5 3 0.5 
6. ICT???????????????? 608 1 5 3 0.5 
???? VIII. N Max Min Av S.D. 
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1. ????? 626 1854 2011 1969 23.30 
2. ??? (Log) 638 2.3 11.1 7.85 1.02 
3. ???? 621 1 600 50.6 51.40 
10. ??????? (?? 5??) 523 0 59 1.50 5.21 








? 6.2? ??????????? 


















?? 6 18 33 63 39 42 6 4 9 







6.5.3.1 ?? 3????????? 









? 6.3? ???????? 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Coeff. S. E. Z P>z ?  
???? 0.398 0.099 4.01 0.000 *** 
R&D??????? 0.094 0.027 3.44 0.001 *** 
??????????????? 1.16 0.327 3.55 0.000 *** 
????????????? 0.865 0.42 2.06 0.040 ** 
???????????      
???????????????????      
????????????????      
????????????????      
????????????????      
         Observation 161    
Pseudo R-squared 0.108    
Log likelihood -225.224   ?  ?  ?   
? ? ??***, **????????? 1%?5%???? 





?????????????????Tsuji et al. 2017?????????? M&A??????
????????????????????????????????????? 
? 6.4? ???? 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Coeff. S. E. Z P>z ?  
???? 0.394 0.099 3.99 0.000 *** 
R&D??????? 0.095 0.027  3.50 0.000 *** 
??????????????? 0.904 0.333 2.71 0.007 *** 
?????????????????????????
???????????????????? 1.067 0.313  3.40 0.001 *** 
???????????      
?????????????????????????      
?????????????      
????????????????????????? 
???????      
????????????????????????? 
????????????      
??????????????????      
????????????????????????? 
??????      
? ? ? ? ? ? Observation 161    
 ? ?  ? Pseudo 
R-squared 0.124       





6.5.3.3 ?? 5????? 
? ??????????? 6.5 ??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????
????????????? 4?? 3?????? 3?? 1??????????????
?????????? 
 
? 6.5? ?????HRD? 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Coeff S. E. Z P>z 
???? 0.383 0.099 3.92 0.000 *** 
R&D????? 0.084 0.026 3.24 0.001 *** 
??????????????? 1.110 0.326 3.41 0.001 *** 
??????????????????????????
? 1.423 0.494 2.88 0.004 *** 
???????????      
????????????????????      
????????????????????????      
??????????????????????????      
?????????????????????????      
?????????????????????????? 
???????      
???????????????????????????      
Observations 160    
Pseudo R-squared 0.117    




6.5.3.4 ?? 6????? 







?? 3?????????? ????????????? 
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?? 4?????? ? ? ? ? ?????????????????????? 
?? 5?????? ? ? ? ? ??????????????????????????? 
?? 6?????? ? ? ? ? ???????????????????? 
 
? 6.6? ???? 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Coeff. S. E. Z P>z 
???? 0.434 0.102 4.26 0.000 *** 
R&D????? 0.089 0.025 3.59 0.000 *** 
??????????????? 1.050 0.325 3.23 0.001 *** 
??????????????????????? 0.700 0.349 2.01 0.045 ** 
???????????      
???????????????????      
???????????????????????      
????????????????????????      
?????????????????????????
?      
??????????????????????      
?????????????????????      
Observations 160    
Pseudo R-squared 0.109    
Log likelihood -223.855   ?  ?  ?   
??***?**????????? 1%?5%???? 
 











? 6.7? ?????????? 
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? Coeff. S. E. Z P>z 
???? 0.460 0.103 4.46 0.000 *** 
R&D????? 0.089 0.026 3.37 0.001 *** 
??????????????? 0.881 0.337 2.61 0.009 *** 
** ????????????? 0.963 0.444 2.17 0.030 
?????????????????????? 0.954 0.324 2.94 0.003 *** 
?????????????????????? 1.402 0.546 2.57 0.010 *** 
??????????????????????? 0.852 0.366 2.33 0.020 ** 
Observations 160       
Pseudo R-squared 0.156       







































































































































? 6.8? ????????????????????? 
?????????????? 











???? ?????? 3% ?????? 5? 




















































































? 6.9? ?????????????COE???????????????? 















?????????? 10?100??/?? 100?1,000??/?? 
??? ?????? 100%? 
???? ??????????????????????? 
???? ??? ?? 1????? 2??? 
????????? 




? 6.10? 2018???????????????COE???????????????? 
?????????????? 















?????????? 10?100??/?? 100?1,000??/?? 
??? ?????? 100%? 
???? ??????????????????????? 





































? 6.11? ????????????? 












































































































?? 1????????????????????????????? 2??? 16???







? 6.13? ??????????????????? 
?????? ????????? ? ? ? 1 ? 2 ? 3 ? 4 
?????????? 3 5 3 3 14 
???????????????????? 0 0 1 0 1 
???????? 1 1 3 1 6 
??? COE????????? 0 5 1 5 11 
?????????? 0 5 4 2 11 
????????????? 0 0 1 0 1 
?? ? ? ? ? 4 16 13 11 44 



















? 6.14? ????????????????? I?Case 1 
????????????Case?? Coef. Std. Err. Z P>z   
????? 0.396923 0.099569 3.99 0 *** 
R&D????? 0.096625 0.026873 3.6 0 *** 
??????????????????? 1.175579 0.326197 3.6 0 *** 
???????????? 0.906353 0.54424 1.67 0.096 * 
Observations 161     
Pseudo R-squared 0.105     




? 6.15? ????????????????? II?Case 2 
???????????(Case?) Coef. Std. Err. z P>z 
????? 0.408452 0.099605 4.1 0 *** 
R&D????? 0.093845 0.026094 3.6 0 *** 
??????????????????? 1.18044 0.326693 3.61 0 *** 
???????????????????? 3.039986 1.499572 2.03 0.04 ** 
Observations 161     
Pseudo R-squared 0.153     




? 6.16? ????????????????? III?Case 3 
???????????(Case3) Coef. Std. Err. z P>z 
????? 0.421153 0.100931 4.17 0 *** 
R&D????? 0.099342 0.027152 3.66 0 *** 
??????????????????? 1.235751 0.329401 3.75 0 *** 
???????????????????? 3.206638 1.503858 2.13 0.03 ** 
???????????? 0.958150 0.548144 1.75 0.08 * 
Observations 161     
Pseudo R-squared 0.113     





  ??????????????? 6.17???? 
 
? 6.17? ????????????????? IV???? 
?  Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 
???? 0.397*** 0.408*** 0.421*** 
0.100 0.100 0.101 
R&D????? 0.097*** 0.094*** 0.099*** 
0.027 0.026 0.027 
??????????????? 1.176*** 1.180*** 1.236*** 
0.326 0.327 0.329 
???????????? 0.906* 0.958* 
0.544 0.548 
????????????????? 3.040** 3.207** 
1.500 1.504 
Observations 161 161 161 
Pseudo R-squared 0.105 0.153 0.113 
Log likelihood -225.977 -213.993 -224.184 
     ? 1?***?**?*????????? 1%?5%?10%???? 



















? 6.18? ??????? I????? Case 1 
??????????? Coef. Std. Err. z P>z 
????? 0.383323 0.098534 3.89 0 *** 
?????? 0.093869 0.026328 3.57 0 *** 
??????????????? 1.178089 0.32609 3.61 0 *** 
???????????????????
?????????????????? 2.434574 1.2992 1.87 0.06 * 
Observations 161     
Pseudo R-squared 0.107     
Log likelihood -225.519     
??***?**?* ????????? 1%?5%?10%???? 
 
 
? 6.19? ??????? II????? Case 2. 
??????????? Coef. Std. Err. z P>z   
????? 0.408452 0.099605 4.10 0 *** 
?????? 0.093845 0.026094 3.60 0 *** 
??????????????? 1.180440 0.326693 3.61 0 *** 
????????????????????????
???????????????????????? 3.039986 1.499572 2.03 0.04 ** 
Observations     161  
     Pseudo R-squared 0.106 
Log likelihood -225.734 












? 6.20? ??????? III????? Case 3 








? 6.21? ??????? IV????????? 
?  Case1 Case2 Case3 
???? 0.383*** 0.408*** 0.399*** 
0.099 0.100 0.100 
R&D????? 0.094*** 0.094*** 0.096*** 
0.026 0.026 0.027 
??????????????? 1.178*** 1.180*** 1.155*** 










1.5 ?  
Case 3: ???????????????????????
?????????????????? ?  ?  
2.038** 
0.996 
Observations 161 161 161 
Pseudo R-squared 0.107 0.106 0.1085 
Log likelihood -225.519 -225.734 -225.203 
? 1?***?**?* ????????? 1%?5%?10%???? 





?????????????????????????????? ordered probit ????
??????????? Coef. Std. Err. z P>z   
????? 0.398671 0.099981 3.99 0 *** 
?????? 0.095763 0.026640 3.59 0 *** 
??????????????? 1.154872 0.326213 3.54 0 *** 
??????????????????????
??????????????????? 2.037559 0.996448 2.04 0.04 ** 
Observations       161  
Pseudo R-squared     .1085  
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